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Kaµivz txw mrtV 1Capt5za /Cl tva t5E:vrp6 mrt µfort 

/Cl an:ov TY/ Aa/Jpa TY/V n:oU1 µapaiveTal va n:fosz. 1 

(A. Giannarakis, Aaµara KprtrzKa, 1876) 

In this paper2 I propose to take us on a ramble through poetic 
woods, meadows and valleys, where we will try to pick as much 
''flora poetica"3 as possible from the gardens that Vitsentzos 
Komaros and Tzortzis Chortatsis have planted for their audience.4 

1 I chose this mandinada as a motto for my paper because it combines 
two famous metaphors from Erotokritos, that of "wu rc60ouh:cr' uyarcri~ 
TO KUµivt" (see also the simile "tl]V KUpota, 7CO'U cruv KUµivt uvaqnst", I 
632), and that of the tree planted in the heart, which is discussed later. 
2 I have preserved here the oral character of the lecture, mainly for senti
mental reasons. The necessary footnotes and bibliographical references 
have of course been added. I wish to thank Professor David Holton for 
the honour of his kind invitation, and Alfred Vincent for improving my 
English and for the translation of Panoria extracts made especially for 
this lecture, before the translation by Rosemary Bancroft-Marcus became 
available. Wherever I use the new translation (see note 6 below), this is 
indicated in brackets [RB-M], and the verse numbering corresponds to 
that of her edition. In all other cases, verse-references are to the Kriaras -
Pidonia edition, which was the most recent one at the time my lecture 
was first written. See: I'cwpyiov Xoprawrt llavcopza, KpmKij EKoocrri µE 
sicruyroyi], crx6Atu Km AE~tMyto Eµµuvoui]A Kptupa, uvu0sropriµtvri µs 
smµt4m KoµvriviJ~ /:i. ITriowvtu (Thessaloniki: Zitros 2007). 
3 Phrase inspired by the title of the English poetry anthology: Flora 
poetica. The Chatto Book of Botanical Verse, edited, with an intro
duction, by Sarah Maguire (London: Chatto & Windus 2003). 
4 A wider study on the landscape in Cretan Literature would be of great 
interest. See for instance, as a starting point, the volume Denis Cosgrove 
and Stephen Daniels ( eds.), The iconography of landscape: essays on the 
symbolic representation, design and use of past environments 
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I assume there is no need to explain who Komaros was and what 
his poetical romance is all about. 5 So I will just give a brief intro
duction to the other text, Panoria, and its author, and explain why 
I've decided to make a comparative study of the two. 

Panoria is one of the three main plays of Tzortzis Chortatsis, 
the so-called "Father of Modem Greek drama", the author who (as 
far as we know from existing evidence) introduced Italian Re
naissance concepts of drama to the Greek world. Chortatsis has 
also given us the comedy Katzourbos, the well-known and very 
influential tragedy Erofili, and a series of "Intermezzi", interludes, 
that is miniature dramas intended to be played between the five 
acts of the main play. All of his plays were written in the Cretan 
dialect and in rhyming couplets of fifteen-syllable verses. This 
distinguished playwright was a man of noble or bourgeois origin, 
with remarkable education and culture, well aware of literary 
developments in Italy. According to recent research on the 
identity of both poets, Chortatsis must have been one generation 
older than Komaros.6 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1988). Let us hope that the 
present study will be the first step towards such a project. 
5 For an informative introduction to this romance in English, David 
Holton's Erotokritos (Bristol: Bristol Classical Press 1991 ), and 
"Romance", in D. Holton (ed.), Literature and society in Renaissance 
Crete (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1991), pp. 205-37, 
remain valuable. 
6 Introductory contributions on Chortatsis and his plays are to be found 
in the volume Literature and society in Renaissance Crete, chapters 4 
("The pastoral mode" by Rosemary Bancroft-Marcus), 5 ("Comedy" by 
Alfred Vincent), 6 ("Tragedy" by Walter Puchner) and 7 ("Interludes" 
by Rosemary Bancroft-Marcus). The book is also available in Greek 
translation: Aoyorcxvia Kaz Kozvwvia mr,v Kp17rr, rr,c; Avayivvr,ar,c;, trans. 
N. Deliyannaki (Heraklion: Panepistimiakes Ekdoseis Kritis 1997). The 
most recent addition to the bibliography on this playwright is the impres
sive volume (over 600 pages) Georgios Chortatsis (ft. 1576-1596), Plays 
of the Veneto-Cretan Renaissance. A bilingual Greek-English edition in 
two volumes with introduction, commentary, apparatus criticus, and 
glossary, by Rosemary E. Bancroft-Marcus. Vol. 1: Texts and trans
lations (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2013). See the Preface, pp. vii
xix. See also Stefanos E. Kaklamanis, Epwvcc; yza w 1rp6aw1ro Kaz rr,v 
&1rox17 wv I'cwpyiov Xoprb.w17 (Heraklion: Etairia Kritikon Istorikon 
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Panoria is the only extant Greek play of the genre known in 
Italy as tragicommedia pastorate, the third genre of Italian 
Renaissance drama the other two being tragedy and comedy. 
The adjective pastorate, "pastoral", means that the plot takes 
place in the countryside, especially in woody mountains and 
flowery meadows, and its main characters are shepherds and 
shepherdesses. Italian pastoral dramas are set in some unspecified 
period of Greek Antiquity on the mountains of a utopian Arcadia,7 
whereas their Cretan version takes place on the slopes of Mount 
Ida (Psiloritis ), right in the middle of the island, between the 
capital Chandakas or Kastro (today's Heraklio) and Chortatsis's 
birthplace Rethymno. 

According to travellers of the period, Ida had a well-wooded 
landscape, with numerous springs watering an abundance of 
orchard trees, vineyards, olive-groves, and cypress-dominated 
forests as well as culinary and medical herbs. 8 As Zuanne 
Papadopoli, a Cretan refugee in Italy after the fall of the island to 
the Turks, nostalgically recalls in the late 17th century: 

Meleton 1993), and Spyros A. Evangelatos, 'TEffiP"{to<.; Imawri 
Xoprarnris (ci. 1545-1610)», <9ytrmvpfoµara 7 (1970) 182-227; idem, 
"NEES Ptoypa<plK8<_; ElOTJO"El<_; ym WV fcffipyto Xoprarnri WU Imawri (µE 
ctV8KOO'LU Eyypctcpct 7COU EX,El O"UV'LU~El O iotos) [ Arc6CT7CctCTµct ctrc6 
EK,EVfo,EpTJ Epyaaia] A' oriµoaiEuari", in: Aµrpz-<9forpo Drvpov A. 
Evayyda.wv, ovµ11:apaywy1 µc: w L117µorzK6 IIc:pzrpc:pc:zaK6 @tarpo 
Kp1rrt<;, I'c:wpyiov Xopra.wyt EpwrpH17, 1996 [performance programme]; 
and idem, "Mm oiKTJ (1582-1583) rou fcmpyiou Xoprarnri rou Imawri", 
Ilapa./Jam<; 3 (2000) 11-62. 
7 See for example: Terry Gifford, "Constructions of Arcadia", in his: 
Pastoral (London and New York: Routledge 1999), pp. 13-44; and the 
essays by W. H. Auden, "Arcadia and Utopia" [1948], and Laurence 
Lerner, "The Pastoral World - Arcadia and the Golden Age" [1972], in: 
Bryan Loughrey ( ed.), The Pastoral Mode: A selection of critical essays 
(London: Macmillan 1984), pp. 90-2 and 135-54 respectively. 
8 Bancroft-Marcus, "The pastoral mode", pp. 79-80. Interesting infor
mation on the measures taken by Venetians for the protection of Cretan 
forests; can be found in A. Papadia-Lala, "H rcpoaraaia rou cpumKou 
1CEp1panovros O""CT) PcVEWKparouµEVT] KpfJrri", in Ilc:11:payµtva H' 
L1u,0vov<; Kp17w).,oy1Kov Ivvd5piov, vol. 82 (Heraklion: Etairia Kritikon 
Istorikon Meleton 2000), pp. 177-85 (see especially 179-82). 
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The mountain itself was surrounded by trees both wild and 
cultivated, and made delightful by the sound of precious waters 
which would splash down everywhere.9 

It is therefore to be expected that the role of plants in Chortatsis's 
pastoral play should be central and not merely decorative. 

Kornaros's narrative poem also takes place in an undefined 
ancient era, but mainly in an urban environment, in the city of 
Athens. It is not a pastoral poem. So what's the point of making a 
comparison with Chortatsis's Panoria? 

The fact that Kornaros was closely acquainted with Chor
tatsis' s work is supported by various studies on the intertextual 
relationship between Erotokritos and the tragedy Erofili, the most 
recent of which has been presented in this lecture series by Natalia 
Deliyannaki. 10 But what about Kornaros' s acquaintance with 
Cho1iatsis's other works? This is an intriguing question. As David 
Ricks pointed out 25 years ago, "The style of Erot6kritos needs to 
be made the subject of a detailed study through comparison with 
other literary texts belonging to various genres." 11 So when 

9 Zuanne Papadopoli, Memories of Seventeenth-century Crete. L 'occio 
(Time of leisure), edited with an English translation by Alfred Vincent 
(Venice: Hellenic Institute 2007), p. 168. Greek translation: Tzouannes 
Papadopoulos, Erov TCazp6 r17c; a-x6).,17c;. Avaµv1m-:1c; arr6 r17v Kp1r17 rov 
17ov azcvva. EtcmyroyiJ Kat axo11,maµ6s Alfred Vincent, M1:niq>paari wu 
Decio Kat 1:mµi':11,1:ta Narn11,ia ~£AY)ytavv<XKYJ (Heraklion: Panepstimiakes 
Ekdoseis Kritis 2012). 
lO See "Kornaros's Erofilt' in the present volume of Kaµrroc; and "H 
avayvroari TIJS Epwrpi).,17c; awv Epwr61Cpno" in the forthcoming 
Proceedings of Neograeca Medii Aevi VII. An earlier extended 
comparison of Erotokritos with Erofili was made by R. Bancroft
Marcus: "Chortatsis's Erofili and Kornaros's Erotokritos: two master
works of the Veneto-Cretan Renaissance", in: Stefanos Kaklamanis 
(ed.), Z17n7µam rro117n1C1c; mov Eproi;6Kpno (Heraklion: Vikelaia 
Dimotiki Vivliothiki 2006), pp. 303-53. In the same volume, see also 
Wim Bakker, "Epwr61Cp1roc; Kat EpwrpiA17. ~taK£1µ£V1K6TIJrn Kat noiriari: 
0 Ilavap£TOS Kat O Kapn6q>opos mov Epwr61Cp1ro", pp. 291-301. Both 
papers include earlier bibliography. 
11 "The style of Erot6kritos", Cretan Studies 1 (1988) 239-56 (241 ); a 
few lines below, Ricks suggests the comparison of Kornaros with 
Chortatsis: "Above all, we have Kornaros' most distinguished con-
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Professor Holton invited me to give a lecture that would examine 
Erotokritos in comparison with Cretan drama, I thought of 
Panoria as a good starting point since the two works share at least 
one common feature, Mount Ida: on this mountain is set not only 
the whole action of Panoria but also an "unexpected and poignant 
pastoral digression nested within the description of the stormy, 
black-clad champion of Crete, Charidhimos of Gortyni" in 
Erotokritos. 12 So, starting from the mountain, there is revealed a 
whole world of trees, plants and flowers worthy of further and 
deeper examination, and - why not? enjoyment as well. 

* * * 

Panoria "centres on the loves of two pairs of shepherds, Gyparis 
and Panoria, and Alexis and Athousa. Two comic characters, 
Giannoulis, the father of Panoria, and the worldly-wise old 
woman Phrosyni, try to persuade the two shepherdesses to accept 
the advances of their swains. The successful outcome is brought 
about by the intervention of Aphrodite and her son Eros. The 
tragic posturings of the two love-sick shepherds are counter
balanced by the comic, and often bawdy, talk of the two older 
characters."13 

temporary, and possible rival, Hortatsis. It is certainly an attractive 
suggestion that Kornaros' plain style evolves by way of reaction to the 
more florid and ornate style of his contemporary." 
12 Bancroft-Marcus, "The pastoral mode", p. 8 l. See also Alfred 
Vincent, "Tpayou8m CT'W ~ouv6 wu Liia. 0 lJIT]AOpshric:; crs tpya TTJS 
BsvswKpa,iac:; <>TTJV Kpit,ri", in: Iosif Vivilakis (ed.), Lla<pvf/. T1µ11nK6<; 
r6µor; yux wv I1rvpo A. Evo.yydaw (Athens: Tmima Theatrikon Spoudon 
Panepistimiou Athinon) [ = Ilo.pa/Jo.mr;, MsAS-ritµa-ra I], pp. 375-92. 
Information on the landscape of Venetian Crete is presented in Christina 
I. Mitsopoulou, 0 p611,oc:; Kut T] <>T]µacria TTJS <pD<>T]S 01:0 Mo.zv6µcvo 
OpMvoo Kut crwv Epwr6Kpzw. Unpublished PhD thesis, Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki, Department of Italian, 2005 
(http://thesis.ekt.gr/thesisBookReader/id/18989#page/l /mode/2up ), pp. 
92-5; specifically on Mount Ida, seep. 180 of the same thesis. 
13 David Holton, "Chortatsis, Georgios", in: Graham Speake (ed.), 
Encyclopedia of Greece and the Hellenic Tradition (Fitzroy Dearborn: 
London 2000), Vol. I, p. 324. 
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As we said, in Panoria the setting itself places us in a rural 
landscape. We are on the slopes of the mountain, and we have 
indications, from the characters' speeches, that Chortatsis 
intended forests (I 1, II 235,481), a meadow (I 307) and dales (III 
340) with rich vegetation (I 10, II 165, 199, 203, 208, 481), a 
spring (II 235, 483-4) and a bay tree (II 522) to be depicted on the 
stage set. 

In Chortatsis's play what initially attracted my interest is the 
way the flora depicted in the scenery becomes part of the story. It 
becomes involved with the characters, via two rhetorical figures: 
apostrophe and personification. Apostrophe, you will recall, is "a 
figure of speech in which a thing, a place, an abstract quality, an 
idea, a dead or absent person, is addressed as if present and 
capable of understanding", while personification is "the imperson
ation or embodiment of some quality or abstraction; the attribution 
of human qualities to inanimate objects". 14 

After the Dedication and the Prologue, the play begins with 
the young lover Gyparis desperately addressing the forests around 
him (and after that, the springs, the sheep and the mountain itself), 
begging them to leave him alone so as not to hear his deep sighs: 

Ye wooded groves, fly hence from me, depart, 
Lest I should scorch you with my lovelorn sighings! 
Within my breast a fiery furnace burns, 
And from my doleful mouth a flame emerges 
Which surely will ignite whate'er it finds, 
And may, I fear, fill all the world with cinders! (11-6) [RB-M] 

Apparently the trees actually carry out his request, because a little 
later Gyparis admits that he saw "great trees and boulders / Uproot 
themselves to flee my woeful sighs, / Because they felt too son-y 

14 J. A. Cuddon, A Dictionary of Literary Terms, London 1987, pp. 53 
and 501-2 respectively. A quite recent contribution on the second figure 
is the chapter "Prosopopoeia: the speaking figure", by Gavin Alexander, 
in: S. Adamson, G. Alexander and K. Ettenhuber (eds.), Renaissance 
Figures of Speech (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2007), pp. 
96-112, where the author examines, among other things, "its relationship 
with neighbouring figures, notably apostrophe" (p. 98). 
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for my torments" (I 74-6) [RB-M]. 15 Trees are so much depressed 
by his sorrow that they prefer to uproot themselves in order to get 
away from him. The personified forests spend their day listening 
to his feelings, and the dales echo his complaints about Panoria's 
heartlessness; whereas elsewhere in the play we are told forests 
enjoy looking at her beauty and mountains step aside for her to 
pass. Panoria's beauty makes Ida's landscape burst into blossom. 
According to Gyparis: 

The hills and forests would rejoice to see her, 
mountains would stand aside to let her pass, 
fields burst into flower, wild herbs would bloom, 
plants flourished in their joy, trees filled with fruit (I 315-18) 16 

Forests and meadows even play the role of the protagonist's friend 
and confidant, when he asks for their advice, in Act II, on whether 
to kiss the sleeping Panoria (11 235-6). 

Later, when Gyparis is about to attempt suicide, he first 
addresses all the natural world around him, including all the flora 
("Dear World, your fields and mountains, trees, ravines, / Your 
rivers and your springs, your fruits and flowers, / I leave to joyful 
lovers to enjoy/ As they deserve, together with their sweethearts", 
II 467-70 [RB-M]) in a lyrical farewell ("O forests, fields, and 
mountains, trees and grass, / ... I leave you life eternal in this 
world", II 47,485 [RB-M]). 17 And even later, at the beginning of 
the Fourth Act, when no solution has yet appeared to Gyparis's 

15 Similar pictures are to be found in Torquato Tasso's Aminta, one of 
Panoria's models, as E. Kriaras, who has compared the two plays in 
detail, has shown: TV7w.pu;. KpYfuK6v c5paµa.. ITriyai-Ki:iµEVov un6 
EfµavODT]A Kptapa (Athens 1940), pp. 20-43, 113. 
1 For the relation of the scenery flora to Panoria and her grace, see also 
what Gyparis says in II 199-210. 
17 Cf. the farewell addressed to the forests by Amarilli in Guarini's I! 
Pastor fido, IV 751-6: "Dunque addio, care selve; / care mie selve, 
addio! / Ricevete questi ultimi sospiri, / fin che, sciolta da ferro ingiusto 
e crudo, I torni la mia fredd'ombra /ale vostr'ombre amate ... " Battista 
Guarini, I! Pastor fido, a cura di Ettore Bonora, edizione integrale 
commentata (Milan: Mursia 1977). 
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love deadlock, the desperate lover appeals to all plants to wither 
("Today let meadows parch and mountains fall; / Let forests catch 
on fire and heavens darken; I Let streams run turbid, fountains 
cease to flow; / Let grasses wither, trees be smashed to splinters", 
IV 117-120 [RB-M]). 

The young shepherd's dependence upon his natural environ
ment is seen even at the very end of the play. In his happiness at 
Panoria's change of mind in deciding to accept his proposal of 
marriage, Gyparis doesn't forget his familiar forests, trees and 
flowers. The play ends the way it started: with his apostrophe to 
all the flora, which becomes a witness to his joy, as if it were 
human. Recognising their support in his drama, Gyparis prays that 
weather conditions may favour the plants' growing and 
flourishing: 

0, blessed forests, burgeoning with trees, 
with your green branches loaded down with flowers[ ... ] 

who are witnesses 
to my delight, who saw my heart set free, 
since it's not in my power to give you gifts 
other than words to express my gratitude, 
I pray now to the heavens, the sun, the moon, 
the stars, the night, the dawn, to give you always 
abundant blessings, that no wind may touch 
this land of yours, no snow, no fire, no clouds; 
that shepherds may not ever bring their flocks 
to graze upon the grasses in your meadows, 
so they' II be left for ever green, untouched, 
fresh, flowering, ever fragrant, beautiful; 
so girls will gaze on you, young men will praise you, 
and weave you into garlands for their hair. (V 383-400) 

A last, impressive personification is that of plants presented as 
being themselves in love. It seems that on the stage set there 
should be a representation of a plane tree with a vine winding 
around its trunk. Frosyni points out how many plants, just like 
people, need a partner in order to flourish and bear fruit: 
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But why do I speak of beasts? Trees also love; 
That's why they don't bear fruit without a partner. 
Lemon with citron often makes a match, 
sweet apple trees join bitter oleander. 
Look how this lovely vine winds tight around 
that plane tree, holding it in close embrace. 
Tell me, my girl, if they were separated 
wouldn't they be just like orphans, each of them? 
The vine would lie spreadeagled on the ground, 
trampled all day by shepherds and their flocks. 
Without the vine, the plane-tree would remain 
alone, without its fruit, without its beauty. 
Men too, without women, they're no use at all, 
nor can a woman live without a man. 

(III 107-12, 119-26) 

117 

In Erotokritos, references to plants in descriptions of the 
characters' environment are infrequent in proportion to the length 
of the text, and plants do not participate in the story in the way 
they do in Panoria, by personification or apostrophe. Forests are 
among the places Rotokritos is advised to travel 18 in order to 
forget his beloved in Part I (1243); there is a beautiful orchard in 
the grounds of his family home (I 1393-1400); Rotokritos travels 
through forests and meadows on his way into exile in Part III 
(1715-21); and later he sleeps rough under a tree while taking part 
in battles against the Vlachs. On three occasions a story embedded 
in the main narrative is set in a rural environment: Charidimos's 
father's sword was stolen by the father of Spidoliondas while its 
owner was sleeping under a tree by a spring (II 807-14 ); Chari
dimos and his wife lived happily on the slopes of Mount Ida until 
the fatal accident when he killed her by mistake (II 631-7); and 
finally Rotokritos's death, according to his own false account, was 
supposed to have occurred at a clump of trees, again next to a 
spring (V 903). 

18 For travelling as a way to forget the passion of love see Massimo Peri, 
Tov n:60ov o.ppwml'{µsvoc;. Jo.rpzK1 KO.Z n:oil'{CJ'Yf mov Epo:rr6Kpno, µnpp. 
A<ppooi1T] A0avac,onout-ou (Heraklion: Panepistimiakes Ekdoseis Kritis 
1999), pp. 75-8. 
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Of all these environmental features, the only one described in 
detail is the garden of Rotokritos's family home. Aretousa, her 
mother and her nurse have come to visit Rotokritos's sick father. 
Rotokritos's mother takes her distinguished guests out for a walk 
in the garden. The inclusion of the admiring reference to trees and 
flowers at this point cannot be fortuitous: at the end of the 
orchard, Aretousa spots Rotokritos's little garden house, inside 
which she will discover that the unknown night singer with whom 
she's fallen in love is Rotokritos himself! 19 

There was a lovely garden with perfumed trees -
no other more beautiful existed. 
They went there, and she [Rotokritos's mother] held Aretusa's 
hand. 
Over her she scattered flowers that she picked. She showered 
her with roses. 
Where there was a fair tree they stopped and examined it. 
Aretusa took great pleasure in everything and gave praise. 
The plants were arranged with care and order 
and had been laid out with great artistry and skill. 
At the end of the garden there stood 
a dwelling, constructed with great artistry. 
This belonged to Rotokritos ... (I 1393-1403)20 

Towards the end of our account of the poetics of plants in the 
romance, we'll return to the above description to see how it relates 
to a central plant metaphor concerning Aretousa. 

* * * 

19 All the Erotokritos translations are from Vitsentzos Kornaros, 
Erotokritos, A translation with introduction and notes by G. Betts, S. 
Gauntlett and Th. Spilias [Byzantina Australiensia 14] (Melbourne: 
Australian Association for Byzantine Studies 2004). The translation is in 
prose and does not claim to be poetical; we have set it out here in lines 
simply to facilitate reference to the original Greek. 
20 Michel Lassithiotakis examined the same passage but from the point 
of view of description techniques: "Ot m:ptypacpsi; crwv Epun6Kptw. 
Acp11y11µaw).,oytKll Km ucpo).,oytKT] npocrsyy1cr11", in his volume: 
Litterature et culture de la Crete venitienne (Paris - Athens: Daedalus 
2010), pp. 383-4 and 397. 
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Yet, by contrast with the literal use of plants, trees, flowers and 
blossoms as part of the scenery, what impresses the reader or 
listener is their poetic exploitation as part of the overall poetics 
and rhetoric of the two works. Flora is used by both poets to 
enrich the imagery and to make their messages more intelligible to 
the audience. (We have already seen how this works in connection 
with personification.)21 We will start with Erotokritos, and what 
better to begin with than the metaphorical use of plants for the 
depiction of the romance's dominant theme, Eros, erotic love.22 

Part I of Erotokritos, where the poet describes how love was 
born and evolved between the two young protagonists, has far 
more metaphors and similes of Eros as a plant than any other part. 
Massimo Peri, who has demonstrated Komaros's acquaintance 
with the medical bibliography of his time, believes that the love
tree metaphor derives from a passage in Ovid well known to 
authors of medieval medical books (p. 15 8). 23 The Ovidian idea is 
that "a big tree which now casts its shadow over a walker, when 
first planted was just a small twig; at that time it could be easily 
uprooted with one hand, whereas now its roots keep it firm." It is 
the same with Rotokritos's and Aretousa's love: their confidants, 
Polydoros and Frosyni respectively, are trying to make them 
uproot their socially unacceptable love before it's too late. Let's 
see how the theme of love is elaborated in terms of plant poetics. 

As Tina Lendari has remarked, the tree of love is deeply 
rooted in lyrical and oral poetry and is a motif common to East 
and West.24 At the beginning, declares the poet of Erotokritos, 
their love was a small thing, but eventually it began to put out 
side-shoots like the roots which make a plant firm in the ground: 
"va Kaµri / apxiv1ow arrAoKaµous cm m pi/;;ES cno KaA<iµt" (1102). 
But what's worse for the young protagonist is that an improper 

21 Mitsopoulou, 0 p6).oc; Kat Y/ <Yytµa.oia. ryt<; <pV<Yyt<;, pp. 181-8, quotes 
some of the extracts that will discussed below. 
22 Holton, Erotokritos, pp. 57-60: "The poet's stated themes". 
23 Peri, Tov 7r60ov a.ppwmytµtvoc;, p. 158. 
24 Tina Lendari, "O Epwr6Kpzroc; Km TJ EAAT]VtKij Briµrooric; µuOwwpia", 
in the volume Zytn7µa.ra. lfOiyt,zKft<;, p. 63. 
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love like his is as dangerous as a poisonous plant. His friend 
Polydoros insists on this point:25 

How did you dare to let such a tree be planted 
in your heart, unhappy one, to torture you? 
It has harmful leaves, a poisonous crop, 
and is laden with thorns from its root to its top; 
its flower is lethal, its fruit does harm ... (I 175-9) 

Similarly, for Frosyni, Aretousa's forbidden love is something 
"evil that takes root inside" a person (I 718). 

Rotokritos repeats his friend's plant image, yet without the 
poisonous element: for him, his love is now a big tree with roots, 
branches, leaves and blossoms, depicted in just one verse, with 
polysyndeton structure but no adjectives at all: 

Gradually desire thrust me into the depths 
and sent out roots and branches, shoots, leaves and flowers.(! 301-2) 

More impressive is the metaphor where the Eros plant is planted 
and grows inside the lover's body. The subject of this metaphor is 
the talk about Rotokritos's valour, which increases the young 
girl's love for him: 

Their words grew and flowered in her heart like trees. 
The shoots embraced and seized her soul. .. (I 624-5) 

Eros that doesn't respect differences in social rank is like a harm
ful plant in a vivid proverbial phrase expressed by Polydoros 
again: 

Those who grasp stinging weeds and prickly thorns 
are all called fools. (I 219-20) 

25 See also Lendari, ibid., and Tina Lendari, 01 ":rcp6yovot" rnu 
Epwr61Cp1rov, in: Kostis Giourgos (ed.), "Epwr61Cp1roc;. 0 '.TCOlT]TIJ<; KCU T] 
£'.TCO):'.)l rnu", H Ka0r,w;p1v1. Ema. Hµsps<; ( I I /6/2000) p. 23. 
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Once again, later in the romance, this improper love that should 
have been controlled at the start is compared to a young plant. 
According to Frosyni: 

Now that the wood is green, you can straighten it if you wish. 
When it dries out, you can only break it. (III 279-80)26 

Love is an "illness", like a plant that cannot easily be removed 
once it has rooted. Frosyni wishes: 

... that you had cured the ill at the beginning. 
But now that it has thrown down roots and fruited abundantly, 
[ ... ]you must be brave in the war you have entered ... 

(IV 676-7, 679) 

As Peri has remarked, in all but one of these similes and meta
phors Eros is shown in a negative light, as a hostile power which 
subjugates the lover.27 The plant figures contribute to this; they 
are used mainly as an instrument of persuasion by those characters 
who are desperately trying, in the first part of the romance, to dis
suade the protagonists from loving each other. 

By contrast, when Aretousa talks of the tree of love, she 
depicts it as the power that gives life, relief and healing to both 
animate beings and inanimate objects: 

Not only humans, who have speech and intelligence, 
run to this tree of love to eat from it. 
The stones, trees, objects of iron, and animals of this world, 
all know passion and feel that it heals them. (III 1271-4) 

In Panoria, on the other hand, we have no trees or other plants 
representing Eros, either negatively or positively. In this play, 
Eros himself appears as a character and delivers a monologue in 
the last Act. Introducing himself, he tries to refute people's accus-

26 Frosyni had already in Part 1 compared Eros to a tree: I 669-70. 
27 See Peri, Tov 1r60ov appwmriµtvoc;, pp. 109-10. Some of the other 
hostile powers with which Eros is compared are: fire, a misleading 
dream, a wound, an illness, poisoned food, a net, a forest (ibid. p. 110). 
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ations. One of the benefits he offers the world, he claims, is that 
everything in it is nourished and blossoms, both literally and 
metaphorically, because of him: "Through me all things are 
nurtured, bloom and flourish" (V 24) [RB-M]. This is the only 
passage where Eros is connected with plants in the pastoral 
comedy.28 

* * * 

After the connection of plants with the main driving force of the 
two plots, what naturally comes next is the use of rhetorical tropes 
and figures in the depiction of young lovers. We will start with 
Aretousa, who is the real main protagonist of Kornaros 's romance, 
despite the fact that the young man's name forms the title of the 
work.29 

Vicky Panagiotopoulou has noted that the readers of Eroto
kritos cannot directly visualise Aretousa because the narration 
lacks a description of her external appearance30 and Giorgos 
Kallinis has described the "portrait" of Aretousa which is built up 
in the absence of the female body in the romance.31 Let us see 
how plants and flowers contribute to an image of the heroine. 

From the very beginning of the romance, Aretousa is com
pared to a "tender shoot"32 which grows "abounding in beauty, 
wisdom and grace" (I 57-8). In the eyes of Rotokritos, when he 
falls in love with her, every flower he sees reminds him of his 
beloved: 

28 In the same playwright's Erofili, the plant of love appears twice in the 
First Act: vv. 185-90 and 343-50. 
29 "There is no doubt that of the two protagonists Aretousa is more fully 
and more sympathetically portrayed"; Holton, "Romance", p. 220. 
30 "To mpaio cnov Epmr6Kp1ro: ot avay1:vvrimaKtc_; mcr0rinKtc_; avn
ATJ\j/ElS TOU B1rntv-rsou Kopvapou", in: Z11r1µcxra 7Wlf/TlK1c;, p. I 06. 
31 "To «rcop-rptTo» TTJS ApETTJS· Arc6 ns «rcpocrmrcoypmpiEc_;» mpaimv 
yuvmKwv TTJS µwmmvtKTJS Km avayEVVT]CJtaKT]S µu0w-ropias CJTT]V 
arcoucria TOU yuvmKElOU crwµa-ros CJTOV Epmr6Kplro TOU B. Kopvapou", 
in: Z17r1µcxw. 7Wlf/TlK1c;, pp. 119-29. 
32 "Tpucpcp6 KAmvap1". This recalls the name "Rodamne" in the romance 
Livistros and Rodamne, which also denotes a tender shoot. 
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Where he saw a lovely tree adorned with blossoms 
he said, "That is Aretousa's lovely body." 
Where he saw flowers of a red hue 
he said, "So too are the lips ofmy beloved." (1125-8)33 
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Yet "such a tree" is out of his reach, according to Rotokritos' s 
friend Polydoros (I 1108). On the other hand, later in the romance, 
Frosyni, Aretousa's nurse and confidante, uses the same meta
phor, but in a more elaborated form: Rotokritos is a gardener 
whose "hand is not worthy of reaching towards such a tree"; the 
apple tree and its fruit apparently representing the girl's virginity 
(III 76-82). 

When the problems for the couple in love have started, 
Aretousa compares herself, in an extensive simile, to a "reed in 
the wind's raging". "Epic" or "Homeric" similes are part of the 
epic tradition with which Kornaros was undoubtedly familiar, as 
David Holton has shown:34 

Like the reed in the mischiefofthe wind 
which does not allow it to take any rest, 
but the winds blow it sometimes this way, sometimes that, 
and it goes up and down and is always trembling, 
even so do l too find myself- a curse on such an existence! 

(III 219-23) 

Yet the extended simile which more than any other describes in 
detail the girl's emotional state in terms of flora vocabulary comes 

33 "Moreover, the poet subtly and implicitly uses the metonymy of roses 
for Areti's cheeks and lips (IV 649) when he describes the movement of 
her tears": Marina Rodosthenous, "Youth and Old Age: A thematic 
approach to selected works of Cretan Renaissance literature", Un
published PhD thesis, University of Cambridge, 2006, p. 38. Kallinis 
remarks on the same extract that "rn av0mµtvo Mv1:po dvm cmv rn 
crmµa TT]c; aymtT]µEvT]c;, rn KOKKtva 6.v0T] crav 1:a XftAT] TTJS, OT]Aaof] T] 
0focrTJ •TJS <p1>crT]c; avaKald TTJV oµop<p16. •TJS K6pT]c; f], KaA1>1:spa, TJ 
oµop<pta TT]c; KOpT]c; 1tpo~6.Ustm Jt<J.V(J) <JTT]V oµop<pta TT]c; <pD<JT]c;. H <pD<JT] 
0T]AUK01totdtat, Ka0mc; ta ITTOl;(cia tT]c; UJtOK'WDV av0pm1ttvT] OlU<JTU<JT]" 
("To «noptptrn» tT]c; Apstf]c;", p. 125). 
34 Erotokritos, p. 82. 
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much later, towards the end of the romance, at the very moment 
when Rotokritos finally reveals himself to Aretousa, in the jail, 
putting an end to her torments, and preparing for the happy ending 
of the story. Eighteen verses unfold the image of a flower, made 
by nature fairer than any other, which suffers during winter and 
loses its beauty, but gets new life when the sun comes out again. 
The flower, of course, stands for Aretousa, the sun for Rotokritos, 
and the cold and darkness for the prison: 

Just as when wind comes with snow to chill and wither 
a flower which nature has made fairer than others; 
it loses its beauty and has no scent 
while the tempest lasts and while snow falls, 
but when the sun comes out to see it, it immediately becomes 

beautiful 
when struck by the warmth, and it spreads out its leaves 
as it casts the encircling snow to the ground as water; 
as before, it displays its scent and beauty, 
giving forth all its charms to the rising sun, 
although the snowstorm had made it ugly, in the night's 

darkness; 
even so Aretusa had wilted through her sufferings, 
miserably rendered featureless and unrecognisable. 
The prison's darkness and anxiety's chill 
had made her fair youth exceedingly ugly. 
But when she saw her sun enter the dungeon, 
she revived immediately, throwing off the ugliness. 
The beauty which had left her returned. 
She who had been covered with snow 
became warm again and alive. (V 1107-1124) 

David Holton finds this simile ve1y successful, "fresh and 
evocative", remarking that "surprisingly, the simile is centred on 
nouns more than verbs (surprisingly, because there is a con
siderable amount of action): flower, nature, wind, snow, beauty, 
fragrance, leaves, sun. The intertwining of these simple concepts 
is precisely what gives the simile form and meaning", whereas 
"after the simile is formally terminated (line 1117), epithets which 
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were appropriate to the flower are re-used figuratively of 
Aretousa: µapaµtvri (1117), x,1ovwµtvri (1124)."35 

As for the other lover in the romance, Rotokritos himself, 
plants are only briefly used in imagery relating to him: according 
to his beloved, he is a "branch of a lofty tree" (I 658), a "fragrant 
blossom", deriving from a tree "planted in a worthy and fair 
place" (I 663-4). Yet there is also a reverse side to the coin. 
Frosyni, Aretousa's nurse and confidante, as we said, compares 
him to his most dangerous rival for the hand of the young 
princess: during the tournament in the Second Part, the protagon
ist is opposed to Pistoforos, the heir to the throne of Byzantium, in 
terms of flowers, in a distich which combines three figures of 
speech: metaphor, parallelism and antithesis. 

I beseech fortune and fate to grant 
that this prince [Pistoforos], and no other, be destined for you; 
that you marry him, that you be honoured as befits you, 
and that Rotokritos look at you from afar as a servant; 
that you leave befouled grass and a poisoned flower 
and take the fair rose that smells of musk. (II 443-8) 

We may also note in passing that all the knights who take part in 
the spectacle are described in detail by the poet as they enter the 
arena, with special attention to the symbolic images and verses on 
their helmets. Five participants display imagery involving some 
sort of plant (flowers, trees green or withered, a vine, and "golden 
trees"). The prize for the most impressive outfit is a finely
wrought, bejewelled "flower", presented by the Queen to the 
prince of Byzantium. 

35 Erotokritos, p. 83. Kallinis has commented on the same simile: "To 
eponrnµtvo unoKdµevo (Apernucm) Km TO epconK6 avnKdµevo 
(EpcoT6Kptw<;) yivovTm cH01xda TI]<; <pUCTT]<;, £Keiv11 tva 1cou1couo1 Kl 
i:Kdvo<; o f)tcto<;, anooetKVuovm<; 6n o K6aµo<; wu ava<poptKOD µtpou<; 
TCOV napoµotffiCT8COV Km O KOCTµO<; TTt<; lCTTOpta<; dvm 01)0 K6aµot 
auvexd<;, Kan nou auµpaivi:1 CTTTtV nA£toV6'IT]TU Tcov £KT£VffiV napo
µoicoaecov awv Epwr6Kpzw"; see Giorgos Kallinis, "«I:av T' apµ11veuyi:1 
11 <pUCTTJ». H 1ci:1rnupyia TTt<; £KT£VOU<; napoµoicoa11<; awv Epwr6Kpzw mu 
B1wtvT/,;ou Kopvapou", Jla.}dplflf/<JTOV 28 (2012) 137-52 (p. 150). 
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But the poet keeps an extended simile, with roots in Italian 
literature, for Aristos, Rotokritos's opponent in the war with the 
Vlachs: at the moment when Aristos is about to die, he is com
pared to a flower that "a plough comes without pity [and] tears it 
up by its deep roots". Aristos is young and handsome, and the 
flower to which he is compared "in this imagery becomes person
ified, since its withering is directly related to youth and old 
age":36 

Just as a bud or flower stands fresh with beauty and grace 
in a field giving off much scent, 
but a plough comes without pity, tears it up by its deep roots, 
and it immediately fades and withers with its beauty crushed; 
ifit is red, it grows pale; if white, it blackens; 
if blue, it perishes immediately and yellows; 
it loses its beauty and scent, its grace and freshness; 
it straightway ages, withers, and no longer has its youth; 
even so was it with Aristos when his soul went out from him, 
leaving him without blood, white, pale, and faded. (IV 1889-97) 

Professor Kriaras has shown that the above comparison appears to 
echo Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.37 Ariosto borrowed it from 
Virgil, and it can also be found in Groto's Lo Jsach, the model for 
another work sometimes attributed to Komaros, the drama 
Abraham's Sacrifice. Marina Rodosthenous remarks that the 
image in Ariosto is not as expanded and detailed as it is in 
Erotokritos and she points out "how skilfully Komaros describes 
the attributes of a flower before and after its uprooting. Through 

36 Rodosthenous, "Youth and Old Age", p. 76. 
37 E. Kriaras, Mdcr1µa.ra 7r£pi rm; 7f1JYO.<; rov EpcowKphou (Athens 
1938), p. I 08. See Canto XVIII, stanza 153: "Come purpureo fior 
languendo muore, / che 'I vomere al passar tagliato lassa; / o come carco 
di superchio umore / ii papaver ne l'orto ii capo abbassa; / cosi, giu de la 
faccia ogni colore / cadendo, Dardinel di vita passa; / passa di vita, e fa 
passar con lui / l'ardire e la virtu de tutti i sui." Ariosto, Orlando 
Furioso. A selection. Edited, with introduction, notes and vocabulary, by 
Pamela Waley (Manchester: Manchester University Press 1975), p. 107. 
Mitsopoulou, 0 polo<; Ka.z r7 m71ia.aia. rlJ<; (f)VO-IJ<;, p. 22 (and note 21) also 
refers to this borrowing from Orlando Furioso. 
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vivid use of colours and careful choice of verbs and nouns he 
identifies the circle of human life (youth and old age) with that of 
nature. "38 

As for the pastoral comedy Panoria, it is of course to be 
expected that the poet would employ figures involving flowers to 
describe young women who live in such an ideal rural lanscape. 
Here, the connection of the play's characters to plants is made 
either literally or through metaphors, metonymies or an extended 
simile. 

Flowers literally adorn women's heads: "That's why you see 
girls sit all day and comb / Their topknots, beautifying them with 
flowers" (I 413-14) [RB-M]. Metaphorically, flowers are used as 
another way to refer to the colours of a woman's face: 39 "May 
rose and lily wither in your face" (II 403), and "I too had roses 
blushing in my cheeks" (III 149) [RB-M].40 Panoria's beauty was 
not created to be wasted (i.e. not enjoyed by a lover) like that of 
short-lived wild flowers growing in a remote place:41 

The heavens have not adorned your lovely face, 
my lady, with so many beauties, just 
for you to waste it, like a flower, a rose 
growing in woods or on a precipice, 
so no one can enjoy or even see it[ ... ] 
Just as all plants, all blooms, all flowers wither, 
one day you too will see your beauty's gone. (III 79-84, 139-40)42 

And at the end of the play the heat of the fire within her brings 
sighs to her lips and tears to her eyes, just as a piece of green 
wood thrown on the fire crackles and exudes moisture as it begins 
to bum: 

38 Rodosthenous, "Youth and Old Age", p. 76. 
39 Cf. Erotokritos, IV 649. 
40 See also Peri, Tov n60ov appwOTytµtvor;, pp. 110-11 ("Epcoµtv11/oi;"). 
41 Rodosthenous, "Youth and Old Age", p. 128. 
42 Cf. Erotokritos IV 605-6; for the ephemeral life of flowers, see the 
four-part simile in II I 1191-2. 
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Just as a green log, once it starts to burn, 
gives out loud cracks and oozes liquid drops, 
so too my breast beats hard and gives out sighs 
and tears from the fire that's raging in my eyes. (V 101-4) 

We might, finally, note that Panoria's best friend is called 
A0oucm, the equivalent of Blossom or Flora. 

Closing this section about plant images relating to specific 
characters, I would like to focus on a metaphorical motif that is 
common to both texts: the implanting of the love object in a 
person's heart. 

In Panoria, which was written before Erotokritos, this image 
applies to both young lovers: Gyparis describes it very briefly 
when he urges his eyes and soul to look at Panoria and "plant 
them in my heart even more deeply" (II 180) [RB-M]. His friend 
Alexis, in Act III, expands the metaphor in eight verses, as many 
as in Erotokritos, where Aretousa, right in the middle of the 
romance, puts a strong emphasis on the same metaphor.43 Let's 
compare the two passages: 44 

43 The same metaphor appears briefly in Erofili: "OYµt, Kt ac; µou 'TO 
µn:opcT6, TO cn:1']0oc; µou v' avoi~ro, / Kat cpuTcµtvo cnriv Kap8ui nroc; a' 
sx,ro va aou 8d~ro, yta va 'x,i,c; n:ct, Ilav<ipcTc, x,ropic; TO 0avaT6 µou / v' 
avaan:aaTro, EprocpiAT] µou, ◊cv dvm µn:opcT6 µou" (III 125-8). There too 
its position is in the middle of the play. 
44 To facilitate the detailed stylistic comparison of images (numbered in 
brackets) and phrases (indicated by bold type), I preferred to include the 
extracts here in the original Greek. The English translation follows: 
Panoria: Since boyhood you've been planted in my heart; / Upon its 
leaves your portrait's long been painted. / And as I grew, Love grew 
along with me,/ As ifwe were two trees planted together;/ Love put out 
tender shoots within my heart/ And rooted there, entwined like clinging 
ivy,/ And cannot be uprooted, not unless/ My soul be pulled out too and 
pass to Hades! [RB-M] 
Erotokritos: This heart of mine with great joy planted your handsome 
looks inside itself and nourishes you daily. You have taken root in its 
inmost parts and its blood waters you, so that you flower and grow. 
When it took you in, it turned the lock on you and no longer wants to 
open. It has broken the key in order not to show you to another [woman]. 
How can another tree, how can other plants and other flowers take root 
inside it when its key is lost? 
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Panoria 
... an:6cn:av f]µouv8 µtKp6t; [ 1] a' sp6:aT01l (j)1JTtµtv11 

µfoa GT(l (j)llA.A.(l TGll Kapoto:c; Kl dxa SffiypacpmµtvT). 
K1 [2] ay6:lm ay6:lm s1rl110vvsv o TT60os µ81:a µtva, 

cra va 'xo.µ8 dcn:m ou6 o8npa, 0µ6.01 cpu1:8µtva· 
EKo.µ8 [3] Klwvovc; Tpvq>spouc; Km [ 4] pi½sc; GT11V Kapoio:- µov 

Kl [3-4] t1ttptµ1tllKT11 roaav Ktaaoi; µfoa aTa aro0tK6:-µou. 
ria w6TO [5] va l;tpt½ro0si osv 11µ1ropsi, of [6] oµ6:ot 

µt T11V Ka11µtv11-µ01J \j/1l;(11V, OVTO. Ota~d crwv Aori. 
(III 605-12) 

Erotokritos45 

Km m.os µ11:op8i TOUTT) [1] 11 Kapot6: 71:0U µ8 xapa µ8yalr1 
GT11 µfo11 Tll', t(j)llTt\j/t TU voanµ6: (f01) KO:AA.11 

Km [2] 0ptq>tt at Ka011µspvo, crrn [ 4] aro0tK6: pt½wvtti;, 
71:0TlStl (58 TO aiµa WT) Kl [3] UV0tic; Km µtyUA.(l)Vtl', 

Kl ffit; cr' E~O.A-8, cr' 8KA8tOfficr8, 08 0EA8l n1cw v' avoi~8l 
Km TO KASlOiv 8WUKlCT8V UAAT)S VO. µT) (58 od~8l, 

Km [5] 1twi; µ1topd 6:Uo OtVTpov, 6:llot Plaa.oi Kt 6:lla 6:011 
µfoa Tll', 1tA.lO VU pt½ro00UV, 71:0U [6] TO KA.tlOlV tzo:0q; 

(III 1415-22) 
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If we accept that Komaros was acquainted with Chortatsis's 
Panoria, this impressive imagery could have been drawn from the 
pastoral comedy; however, the motif has a longer history, as Tina 
Lendari has shown, commenting on the same metaphor as it 
appears in the medieval Greek verse romance Livistros and 
Rodamne (vv. 3631-65)_46 

In Erotokritos, however, the imagery is enriched with the 
motif of the lost key; this has apparently to do with the sex of the 
person talking: Aretousa experiences the jealousy of a young girl 

45 Ricks, "The Style of Erot6kritos", pp. 250-1, has commented on this 
image in detail in the context of the longer passage III 1407-64. 
46 Lendari, "O Epffi1:6Kpnos Km ri 8AAT)VlKTJ oriµrooris µu0wwpia", pp. 
60, 64, 73-4, and Tina Lendari, Arp1y17m,:; Az/Jimpov Kaz Pooa.µv17,:; 
(Livistros and Rodamne) The Vatican version. Critical edition with Intro
duction, Commentary and Index-Glossary (Athens: Morfotiko Idryma 
Ethnikis Trapezis 2007), pp. 420-1. In Livistros, though, the plant in the 
heart is love itself ("KAffivaptv n:60ou") rather than the object of love. 
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in love. No other woman should see and enjoy Rotokritos's 
beauty. The key to access the garden with its single "tree" has 
been lost. Alexis, on the other hand, declares that he is willing to 
lose his life if he has to uproot his love, and that the plants in his 
heart are two: both his beloved and himself. But Aretousa doesn't 
need to declare that she would sacrifice her life: she's got plenty 
of time to prove it by the sufferings she will undergo in jail on 
behalf of her love. For the same reason there is no place for a 
second plant in her heart: she'll also prove that she is not at all 
interested in herself. Her old self will die in favour of a new 
character emerging from the experience of love: "6A:r1 E~ava
µaA<iXTr]KU, DEV Eiµm rcAto crav fJµou" ("I have changed entirely 
and I am no longer what I was", III 516). 

It is time now to return to what I promised earlier: a second 
visit to the garden of Rotokritos' s house in Part I. Listening to the 
above verses spoken by Aretousa, we cannot but bring it to mind. 
It is as if Aretousa remembers her walk in that beautiful orchard 
while depicting the image of the garden of her heart. Yet the real 
image is now reversed: all other trees have vanished and only one 
can fit. The owner of that real garden now becomes the meta
phorical plant in the new garden. And although the real garden 
was open to visitors (including Aretousa) to see and admire, the 
imaginary one is locked and nobody (but Aretousa) can enter and 
enjoy the single tree. On the other hand, as the real garden gave 
the girl "entertainment and amusement", so her heart had planted 
the tree "with great joy" in the imaginary one. 

* * * 

In Panoria Chortatsis has shown himself to be a competent con
noisseur of the theory of pastoral drama, successfully combining 
comic and tragic elements in his play. A humorous dialogue 
between the two older characters, Giannoulis and Frosyni, is full 
of sexual allusions, all of them expressed through metaphorical 
plant images that enhance this comic intermezzo right in the 
middle of the play: 
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rIA. Ztµt6 acp11m: m pacrava Km macr' TOV n60o 11:UAt 
va ow:; m:oi:; l;avavtmvoum Ta npronva <JOU KUAAT]. 

<DPO. ~av i;spa0si o pao-11.1Koc;, riawoDATJ, os yupii;st 
<JTT]V npmTT] VTOU oµopcptci noTE, KaA<i Km va µupii;st. 

rIA. TT]V ayKtvapa TT]V i;sptj sym 'oa va Kapnicra, 
(O(J(l T/;T] paASt TT]V K01CpE Ktavsii:; va TT] <JKaAt<JSt. 

[ ... ] 'Eos ytropy6i:; an' sixa 'mm va l;avavtmvro ypaosi:;! 
T' aµ1ti:1.1 crou si;avcivtrova µs wt KaTaP0Mo1:c;! ... 

<DPO. Ot ytpovn:i:; Kmtxro TO nroi:; 6psl;11 wt crtpvst, 
µa TiPsmi:; T] µn6pw11 va Kciµou os T/;t cptpva. 

To KU1tapfom, O<JO yspa, TO<JOV aouvmsuyst 
Km TO 11,wvT<ipt nAst6Tspa crm ytpa Tou aypisuya .... 

rIA. Toum m A6yt' ai:; 11:U\lfOµs Kl ai:; tp0oµsv sti:; aUo. 
TI6TES µ' acptjvsti:; µta cpopa Ta Pouyta µou va pa11,ro 

va pocrKT]0ou, <Dpocruv11 µou, <JTT]V a1t0Ka1.aµt crou 
µE TO npsKUT<JO <JOU Kl S(Jl) Km µE T(Jl 11:11,sproµti:; crou;47 

(III 305-10, 315-16, 321-4, 327-9) 
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With this we come to the end of our promenade through a 
blossoming Cretan landscape. We have examined two works, 
belonging to different literary genres, by the leading poets of the 

47 Translation: 
Gian. Stop being a misery, seize on love again! 

You'll see how your lost beauty'll be renewed. 
Fros. But once the basil's withered, though it keeps 

its fragrance, John, it won't regain its beauty. 
Gian. I've seen a dried-up artichoke bear fruit 

once someone hoes it and piles on the muck. 
I'm the farmer who could make old ladies young! 
I would renew your vineyard with my shoots. 

Fros. I know old men still feel the inclination, 
but they don't have the strength to carry it out. 
The ageing cypress makes a show of strength, 
and lions rage all the more as they grow old. 

Gian. Let's just stop there and speak of something else: 
When will you let me bring my oxen over 
to graze, Frosyni, in that field you've mowed? 
I promise you you' II get fair recompense. 
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Cretan Renaissance. Both poets, well acquainted with the theory 
and literature of the Italian Renaissance, make extensive use of 
imagery from nature, especially of trees, plants and flowers, in 
order to create background settings for their characters, to portray 
them in crucial moments of their life, and to depict the motivating 
force of their stories, Eros. 


